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· Have served as temporary supervisor at a regional Occupational Safety and Health Administration office during

supervisor absence. This included review of cases, communication with the public, assignment of cases to officers.

· Have managed scientific research laboratories and supervised students and technicians. This included

supervision of experiments, analysis of data, oversight over laboratory budget, and purchase and acquisition of

materials and equipment.

Communication 

· Management of students, colleagues, and technicians require effective and respectful communication. I have

received training in conflict resolution and office dynamics. In my work as a Health Compliance Officer in OSHA,

diplomatic, rational communication was imperative since inspections can result in confrontational situations. I

have experience in public speaking and have conducted presentations in a variety of occupational safety, public

health, and history topics.

ASCA Experience 

· I have been a member of ASCA since 1997. Currently, I'm serving as ASCA President and I'm a Senior Breeder 
Judge. In my first year as Director, I served as Vice President and liaison to the Conformation, Obedience, and Rally 
Committees. I have also served on the DNA committee years ago. I helped analyze the data for the Australian 
Shepherd Cancer Survey and last year's Australian Shepherd Health Survey. In the early 2000s, I wrote a 
Versatility column in the Aussie Times, which mainly highlighted versatility dogs and their handlers. At the affiliate 

level, I have served as affiliate representative, treasurer, show coordinator, course director. I have also served 

multiple times as show secretary, ring steward, time keeper, stock handler.

Additional Experience

· US Army – Military Intelligence and leadership training
· Laboratory experience include cancer research at the Cancer Institute of Hawaii and the W.M. Keck

Center of Transgenic Studies

· Health Compliance Officer, Occupational Health and Safety Administration

· Teaching Assistant at the University of Georgia
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Objective 

To continue serving ASCA at the national level. My goal is to continue improving communication, continue 
modernizing ASCA, and improve services. Even though great strides have been made, there is still much room 
for improvement and growth, and I believe that my experience and skills can be useful to ASCA. We must 
continue to evolve as an organization always with the goal of preserving and promoting the Australian 
Shepherd. 

Education 

BS| BIOLOGY | FAYETTEVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY, NC 
BA | HISTORY | INDIANA UNIVERSITY SOUTH BEND 
MPH | MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH | UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII 
MA | HISTORY | UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA 
CURRENTLY PURSUING DOCTORATE | HISTORY | UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA

Management Experience 
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